I. Introduction

¶1 For many, a criminal defendant is either guilty or innocent and should thus either assume responsibility for her crime by pleading guilty or contest her guilt and stand trial.[1] The nolo contendere plea provides a third alternative, where the defendant declines to contest guilt, but instead waives her right to trial and consents to be punished as if guilty.[2] Unlike a guilty plea, the nolo contendere plea is inadmissible in subsequent civil proceedings.[3] This plea has ancient origins, dating back to medieval England,[4] and has long been allowed in the American federal courts.[5] When the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure were adopted in 1946, the nolo contendere plea was retained in Rule 11 and remains an option to this day.[6] Despite its longstanding use, the plea has been criticized by many, often in strong language.[7] Judge Learned Hand called it a “foolish concept;”[8] a district court called it a “mockery” of the law under which the plea was frequently entered.[9] In 1953, Attorney General Brownell issued a directive which stated that the nolo contendere plea was “one of the factors which has tended to breed contempt for Federal law enforcement.”[10] These critics argued that the nolo contendere pleas left the public confused about the defendant’s guilt, led to low sentences and allowed some guilty defendants avoid collateral consequences of their guilt.[11] Some courts refuse to accept nolo contendere pleas across the board;[12] the Department of Justice instructs federal prosecutors not to consent to them.[13]

¶2 Supporters of the nolo contendere plea argue that it conserves judicial and systemic resources, because removing the threat of collateral civil consequences encourages criminal defendants to capitulate and accept punishment.[14] This is especially true in the anti-trust context where the threat of private civil trials, including treble damage actions, could make criminal penalties insignificant in comparison.[15]

¶3 This article examines the evolution of the nolo contendere plea and its use since the time it was adopted in the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure in 1946. Specifically, it focuses on the arguments for and against nolo contendere, as reflected in the Justice Department’s policy of not accepting nolo contendere pleas except on rare occasions. It argues that developments in collateral estoppel doctrine over the last fifty years have diminished the usefulness of the plea for the criminal justice system. Furthermore, it argues that changes in public perception of white-collar crime make the nolo contendere plea even less desirable because it perpetuates the outdated view that economic crime is not morally blameworthy. The article then proposes a different approach to these competing views on nolo contendere pleas. Specifically, the article concludes that the inherent differences between the role of the prosecutor and of the judge justify the different treatment of the nolo contendere plea by these actors. This article concludes that even if the nolo contendere plea is useful in federal courts, the current DOJ policy of declining consent to it is fully justified because the prosecutor’s role is very different from that of the judge.

II. History of the Nolo Contendere Plea
A. English Roots

Throughout its history, the plea of nolo contendere (also known as “non vult”)[16] has been seen not as an express admission of guilt, but rather as the defendant’s consent to be punished as if guilty and a prayer for leniency.[17] The myriad cases that have discussed the plea do not give a clear picture of precisely what a defendant admits when she enters a nolo plea.[18] One court described it as “in effect, a plea of guilty;”[19] another as a query directed to the court to determine the defendant’s guilt,[20] while one scholar has dubbed it “a gentleman’s plea of guilty.”[21]

The plea likely originated in early medieval England as a practice of allowing defendants to avoid imprisonment and end a criminal matter by offering to pay a sum of money to the king.[22] One 15th-century case reported that a defendant entering the plea did not admit guilt, but rather “that he put himself on the grace of our Lord, the King, and asked that he might be allowed to pay a fine.”[23] An early 18th-century case noted that a defendant pleading nolo contendere could introduce evidence of innocence in mitigation of punishment, while a defendant receiving a guilty verdict from a jury was precluded from doing so by the actual finding of guilt.[24] Hawkins, the leading authority on English law of that period defined the nolo contendere plea as follows:

An implied confession is where a defendant, in a case not capital, doth not directly own himself guilty, but in a manner admits it by yielding to the King’s mercy, and desiring to submit to a small fine: in which case, if the court think fit to accept of such submission, and make an entry that defendant posuit se in gratiam regis, without putting him to a direct confession, or plea (which in such cases seems to be left to discretion), the defendant shall not be estopped to plead not guilty to an action for the same fact, as he shall if the entry is quod cognovit indictamentum.[25]

The plea appears not to have been used in England for centuries, with the last reported case dating to 1702.[26]

B. Use in America

The nolo contendere plea has been used in some American courts since the 19th century.[27] The federal courts examined its availability for the first time in the 1912 case of Tucker v. United States.[28] Tucker was prosecuted for a violation of the Internal Revenue Act and was fined and imprisoned by the trial court after entering a nolo contendere plea.[29] For lack of an existing federal statute or rule, the appellate court relied on common law (i.e., on the Hawkins definition quoted above) to hold that a defendant entering the nolo plea could only be fined, but not imprisoned.[30] Thus, a judge following Tucker could not accept the nolo plea to an offense for which imprisonment was mandatory.[31] Likewise, if an offense had both a fine and an imprisonment alternative as punishment, the defendant entering a nolo plea could only be subject to a fine.[32]

The Tucker limitation against a prison sentence after a nolo plea was repudiated by the United States Supreme Court in Hudson v. United States, where the defendants were indicted for mail fraud.[33] The court upheld the defendants’ two-year prison sentences, acknowledging that an
opposite holding “would only hamper [the courts’] discretion and curtail the utility of the plea.”[34] This holding was reiterated in North Carolina v. Alford, where the court observed:

Implicit in the nolo contendere cases is a recognition that the Constitution does not bar imposition of a prison sentence upon the accused who is unwilling expressly to admit his guilt but … is willing to waive his trial and accept the sentence.[35]

¶9 The Alford court held that an admission of guilt was not constitutionally required for imposition of a criminal penalty, which in Alford was 30-years imprisonment.[36]

III. The Current Doctrine
A. Similarities to the guilty plea; sentencing

¶10 The plea of nolo contendere is a device by which a defendant may decline to contest the issue of guilt or innocence.[37] The authority of federal courts to accept the plea derives from Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 11(a), which provides: "A defendant may plead guilty, not guilty, or nolo contendere."[38] For purposes of conviction and sentencing, the nolo contendere plea has the same effect in the defendant’s case as a plea of guilty.[39] The nolo contendere plea, like a guilty plea, waives the defendant's right to trial.[40] This means that once the plea is accepted, the judgment that follows is a conviction.[41] Furthermore, courts have to follow the same procedure for accepting a nolo contendere plea as for accepting a guilty plea.[42] The court must address the defendant personally and make sure that she understands the charge and the consequences of the plea.[43] The court must also ensure that the plea is entered voluntarily.[44]

¶11 Because a nolo contendere plea is identical to a guilty plea in these regards, it has the same consequences where the fact of conviction, not the fact of guilt, is relevant.[45] Thus, both a nolo contendere plea and a plea of guilty count as a prior conviction under multiple-offender statutes.[46] Likewise, the nolo plea is admissible to impeach the defendant’s credibility if she later takes the witness stand in an unrelated matter.[47] Similarly, a conviction after a nolo plea operates as any other conviction when a statute provides for revocation of a license for those convicted of a specific type of crime,[48] or when the former defendant is required to fill out a government form asking whether she had been convicted in the past.[49]

¶12 Lastly, upon entry of a nolo contendere plea the judge can impose the same sentence as the defendant would have received on a plea of guilty.[50] It is not clear whether this principle is followed in practice. On the one hand, entering the plea prevents the judge from seeing all the evidence of the defendant’s involvement in the alleged criminal acts.[51] If defense counsel can convince the court that the defendant is pleading nolo contendere out of a concern for efficient judicial administration, the defendant may receive a lighter sentence for such ostensibly good intentions.[52]

¶13 On the other hand, under the Federal Sentencing Guidelines a defendant pleading nolo contendere may receive a higher sentence than one pleading guilty. This is so because a defendant who accepts responsibility and pleads guilty may be eligible for a two- or three-level downward adjustment under the Guidelines[53] Although the nolo contendere plea is equivalent to a plea of guilty in many respects, a judge may view it as falling short of the acceptance of responsibility required for the adjustment.[54]
B. Face-saving benefits for the defendant

¶14 Same sentencing notwithstanding, a plea of nolo contendere is potentially attractive to many defendants. Underlying the plea is a refusal to admit (or contest) guilt, so nolo contendere can be used as a face-saving device. This face-saving goes beyond the criminal charges to which the nolo plea is offered, because the defendant is not estopped from denying guilt and facts underlying the criminal conviction in subsequent trials.[55] This factor may be particularly important to defendants who heavily rely on their reputations, such as public figures or corporations. For example, former United States Vice President Spiro Agnew pleaded nolo contendere to charges of tax evasion[56] after a federal investigation unveiled a bribery scheme involving kickbacks from government contractors.[57] Mr. Agnew subsequently wrote a book offering his version of the events that led up to the scandal and his resignation from office.[58] Although the scandal had largely discredited Mr. Agnew as a public figure, his ability to plead nolo contendere may well have added some credibility to his account.[59]

¶15 Similarly, corporations may find the use of the plea for face-saving attractive.[60] First, it lets the corporate defendant avoid a trial, with its concomitant expense and negative public relations.[61] It removes the threat that incriminating evidence, damaging to the public image of the corporation, could surface during discovery.[62] More importantly, because the defendant does not have to admit guilt, nothing prevents it from publicly claiming that the violation was technical and that it took the sentence voluntarily simply to avoid the difficulties of litigation.[63] Even in subsequent civil litigation, the defendant is not estopped from denying either its guilt or its involvement in any illegal activity.[64]

C. Civil consequences for the defendant

¶16 The most important distinction between a plea of guilty and nolo contendere lies in its use in subsequent civil litigation. The nolo contendere plea may not be used against the defendant in a subsequent civil action based on the same acts or omissions to prove that the defendant in fact committed the acts or omissions.[65]

¶17 Nolo contendere pleas have been particularly frequent in the context of anti-trust prosecutions.[66] Anti-trust defendants often prefer a plea of nolo contendere to a lengthy trial to avoid the associated expense and adverse publicity.[67] A nolo contendere plea also has a significant advantage over the guilty plea under Section 5 of the Clayton Act.[68] Under Section 5 of the Clayton Act[69] a civil or criminal judgment obtained by the government is prima facie evidence in a later private suit as to matters which have estoppel effect between the parties to the judgment.[70] Once the government proves, in civil or criminal litigation, that a defendant is guilty of anti-trust violations and the defendant is convicted (or found liable), third parties can use that defendant’s conviction in their own private treble damage suits.[71] Such prior convictions shift the burden of proof from the plaintiff to the defendant – the defendant must prove that no anti-trust violations have occurred to escape liability.[72] However, the Section is subject to an exclusionary provision taking “consent judgments and decrees” outside its scope.[73] In interpreting this provision, courts have held that a nolo contendere plea is a consent judgment, while a guilty plea is not.[74] Thus, a defendant who can convince the court to accept its nolo contendere plea will not have the burden of proving lack of anti-trust violations in subsequent civil trials.
¶18The drafters of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure had this effect in mind when they retained the plea of nolo contendere in the federal courts.[75] It is important to understand the context in which this decision was made. The Rules date to the period before the modern offensive non-mutual collateral estoppel doctrine was developed.[76] At that time, civil plaintiffs could not use a prior verdict to preclude a defendant from asserting a defense, unless they were a party to the litigation involving the prior verdict.[77] That doctrine was referred to as “mutuality of estoppel” and remained in place until the 1970’s, when courts began to allow use of preclusion by non-mutual parties, i.e., plaintiffs and defendants who were not parties to the original litigation.[78] In that context, the burden shifting allowed under the Clayton Act for private treble damage suits was an exception to the rule. Prior to 1970’s, a guilty plea in the context of anti-trust prosecution amounted to a subsequent presumption against the defendant, while a similar plea in a different context did not. Today, however, the doctrine of non-mutual collateral estoppel creates a presumption against the defendant in all contexts that is even stronger than the presumption granted by the Clayton Act. A defendant that pled guilty in a prior criminal case can be estopped from denying his guilt in a subsequent civil action.[79] On the other hand, the presumption against anti-trust defendants under the Clayton Act is rebuttable. As a result, the anti-trust defendant today may be in a better position than a defendant in a different context.[80]

¶19An example may illustrate this point better. First consider the legal landscape prior to the 1970s development of non-mutual collateral estoppel. The government brings a claim against D1 for anti-trust violations. P1, a party affected by the anti-competitive practices of D1, wants to recover damages against D1 after the government trial. If D1 pleads guilty to the government charges, the plea is considered a “consent decree” under Section 5 of the Clayton Act, and the plaintiff P1 is entitled to take advantage of a rebuttable presumption of D1’s liability. No such presumption is available if D1 entered a nolo contendere plea, which would not be seen as a “consent decree” within the meaning of Section 5 of the Clayton Act. By comparison, for violations outside the anti-trust context, if the government had previously brought charges against D2, no presumption would be available for P2’s action against D2, whatever D2’s plea. The development of non-mutual collateral estoppel changed the situation for P2 and D2. The abandonment of the mutuality requirement for offensive collateral estoppel means that a plaintiff (hence “offensive”) that was not a party (hence “non-mutual”) to the original action can preclude the defendant from re-arguing the issue decided in the original action.[81] Practically, this means that P2 can now estop D2 from re-arguing innocence.[82] In most circuits, D2’s guilty plea operates in the same way as a verdict against D2, while a nolo contendere plea does not. Thus, the evolution of the doctrine of offensive non-mutual collateral estoppel increased the importance of the plea of nolo contendere and made it relevant to areas well outside of the original anti-trust context.[83]

D. Related pleas

¶20Somewhat similar to a nolo contendere plea is the Alford plea.[84] In North Carolina v. Alford, the defendant was charged with first-degree murder, a capital crime in North Carolina.[85] At the time, North Carolina law provided that “if a guilty plea to a charge of first-degree murder was accepted by the prosecution and the court, the penalty would be imprisonment, rather than death.”[86] Alford claimed he was innocent, even in the face of strong
evidence against him, but because of the seriousness of such evidence pleaded guilty to avoid the threat of the death penalty.\[87\] He later claimed that his plea was a product of fear and coercion, because it was only made to avoid the threat of the death penalty.\[88\] Recognizing that most guilty pleas “consist of both a waiver of trial and an express admission of guilt,” the Supreme Court held that the admission of guilt was “not a constitutional requisite to the imposition of criminal penalty.”\[89\] While ruling that accepting such pleas is not prohibited either by the Bill of Rights or by the Fourteenth Amendment, the Court left room for states to prohibit the practice.\[90\] Although Alford actually pleaded guilty, the Court extended its holding to nolo contendere pleas as well, stating that “[t]he fact that his [Alford’s] plea was denominated a plea of guilty rather than a plea of nolo contendere is of no constitutional significance with respect to the issue now before us, for the Constitution is concerned with the practical consequences, not the formal categorizations, of state law.”\[91\]

IV. The Players
A. Responsibilities of the Prosecutor

\[21\]The United States Attorney’s Manual instructs federal prosecutors not to consent to nolo contendere pleas, except in the most unusual circumstances.\[92\] Even if such circumstances are present, acceptance of a nolo plea requires explicit approval of officials in the Justice Department.\[93\] The Principles of Federal Prosecution section of the Manual explains that when a nolo plea is offered, the prosecutor is required to “make an offer of proof of the facts known to the government to support the conclusion that the defendant has in fact committed the offense charged.”\[94\] When the plea is allowed by the court over the government’s objection, the prosecutor should urge the court to make the defendant admit publicly the facts underlying the criminal charge.\[95\] The prosecutor should state for the record why the government believes the plea to be against the public interest and should oppose the dismissal of charges to which the defendant did not offer a nolo contendere plea.\[96\]

\[22\]In explaining the rationale for this policy, the United States Attorney’s Manual relies on a departmental directive issued in 1953 by then Attorney General Herbert Brownell, Jr.:

One of the factors which has tended to breed contempt for the Federal law enforcement in recent times has been the practice of permitting as a matter of course in many criminal indictments the plea of nolo contendere. While it may serve a legitimate purpose in a few extraordinary situations and where civil litigation is also pending, I can see no justification for it as an everyday practice, particularly where it is used to avoid certain indirect consequences of pleading guilty, such as loss of license or sentencing as a multiple offender.\[97\] Uncontrolled use of the plea has lead to shockingly low sentences and insignificant fines which are not deterrent to crime.\[98\] As a practical matter it accomplished little that is useful even where the Government has civil litigation pending. Moreover, a person permitted to plead nolo contendere admits his guilt for the purpose of imposing punishment for his acts and yet, for all other purposes, and as far as the public is concerned, persists in its denial of wrongdoing. It is no wonder that the public regards consent to such a plea by the Government as an admission that is has only a technical case at most and that the whole proceeding was just a fiasco.\[99\] [internal footnotes added]
¶23 Attorney General Brownell also observed that in some jurisdictions the prosecuting attorney’s consent is required for the entry of the plea. As explained below, this is not the case in the federal courts.

B. Responsibilities of the Court

¶24 Consent of the court is required to enter a nolo contendere plea and the defendant has no absolute right to such a plea. Although the government must be heard, its consent is thus not required for entry of a nolo contendere plea. In an often-cited case, United States v. Jones, the district court held that the DOJ policy instructing the United States Attorneys not to consent to nolo contendere pleas was not binding on the courts. The court did not find any evidence that the plea was abused by the defendant and agreed with the defendant’s argument that criminal prosecution should not be used to procure an advantage in a subsequent civil action. In a similar case from the same period, United States v. Cigarette Merchandisers Association, the government argued that the victims of the defendant’s antitrust violations should be allowed to take advantage of the government’s prosecution in their own treble damage suits. The court agreed with the government’s argument in general, but noted that because the government had already commenced a companion civil trial based on the same charges, there was no need to obtain a guilty verdict in the criminal proceedings. In both cases, the court accepted the nolo contendere plea over the government’s objection.

¶25 Although it is not bound to follow the government view on the acceptance of a nolo contendere plea, the court gives it serious consideration, as Rule 11 suggests. For example, United States v. Standard Ultramarine & Color Co. involved a massive antitrust action against defendants representing close to 38% of the sales in the nation’s dry colors industry. The court formulated a number of factors to use in deciding whether public interest was best served by acceptance or rejection of the proposed nolo plea. Among these factors –

to be given relative, but by no means controlling weight, is the view of the Attorney General. As chief enforcement officer his judgment, that from an overall national viewpoint the prospect of conviction rather than a nolo plea will more readily vindicate the public interest, should be considered.

¶26 The court in Standard Ultramarine followed the government’s recommendation and rejected the defendant’s nolo contendere plea. Several authorities suggest that this is a more common route for a court to take. The 1975 Amendments to Rule 11, for example, explicitly required the judge to giving “due consideration of the views of the parties and the interest of the public in the effective administration of justice.” The First Circuit observed in 1980 that district courts very rarely accept nolo contendere pleas over government objection and cited the Cigarette Merchandisers case as the only case where such an acceptance had occurred to date. There have been cases since 1980 where a defendant’s offer of a nolo contendere plea was accepted by a court over government’s objection, but these are the exceptions, not the rule.

V. Discussion

A. Unlike the guilty plea, the nolo contendere plea does not significantly improve efficiency or conserve resources
Some supporters of the nolo contendere plea argue that the plea promotes efficiency and helps conserve judicial and prosecutorial resources. This argument runs parallel to that frequently advanced in support of the plea bargaining system as a whole. The nolo contendere plea is a device which may ensure more defendants waive their right to trial, thereby freeing up judicial resources and ensuring a speedier resolution of the case. It is axiomatic that the acceptance of guilty pleas helps rid our judicial system of cases where there is no genuine dispute about the guilt or innocence of the accused, and the opposing sides are simply arguing about the punishment to be imposed. Guilty pleas also help to avoid unnecessary delays in resolution of cases, which is often in the best interests of all participants: the defense counsel, the prosecutor, the judge, law enforcement officers, witnesses and the accused. Acceptance of guilty pleas allows the court and the prosecutors to prioritize cases based on their seriousness or other factors: for example, by pleading out the misdemeanors, the prosecutors can dedicate their attention to felonies. Entry of plea has the secondary effect of precluding appellate reversal of the court’s preliminary rulings. Law enforcement agencies also benefit from the plea, as it will “absolve the police of potential liability for false arrest … and authenticate the prosecutor’s claim to have won still another victory in the ongoing battle against crime.”

Some claim that because nolo contendere pleas allow defendants to avoid certain negative consequences (see above), some defendants who would have gone to trial if a guilty plea were their only option could enter the nolo plea instead. Thus, by agreeing to a nolo contendere plea, the prosecutor could conserve judicial and prosecutorial resources and speed up the resolution of the case for those defendants who would not plead guilty.

This argument hinges on the assumption that among defendants pleading nolo contendere in the current system, most would have gone to trial if nolo contendere were not an option. This assumption is questionable today, because criminal penalties under sentencing guidelines and mandatory minimum sentences now make the nolo contendere route a far less favorable alternative for defendants. In reality, the nolo contendere plea could simply be a more desirable option for a defendant who would have pled guilty anyway. If nolo contendere pleas are only utilized by those who might have pled guilty, there is no enhanced judicial economy. On the contrary, this could be a waste of judicial and legal resources, since allowing the defendant to avoid pleading guilty will add costs to subsequent civil litigation. Thus, the absence of contemporary empirical data showing that defendants pleading nolo contendere would have otherwise gone to trial casts doubt on this conservation-of-resources argument.

Moreover, the availability of nolo contendere pleas is not nearly as significant to the criminal justice system as the ability to accept guilty pleas. The Supreme Court has recognized, in *Santabello v. New York*, that without plea-bargaining the criminal justice system would be overwhelmed and rendered incapable of dealing with the tremendous caseload currently resolved by guilty pleas. Justice Burger observed that “[i]f every criminal charge were subjected to a full-scale trial, the States and the Federal Government would need to multiply by many times the number of judges and court facilities.” Even if that were true of the plea bargaining system as a whole, there is no evidence to suggest that unavailability of nolo contendere pleas would have such drastic effects as well. After all, the federal criminal justice system is functioning today despite federal prosecutors’ continuing refusal to consent to nolo contendere pleas. Moreover, several states do not recognize the nolo contendere plea at all. Furthermore, even
though judges may be the strongest advocates for judicial economy, in most reported cases, the judges themselves have expressed their reservations about accepting the plea.[133] One court even went so far as to expressly reject the avoidance of litigation costs as an argument for accepting the plea, arguing that where respect for the law was at stake, cost of enforcement was of little consequence.[134] For these reasons, arguments advanced in support of maintaining the plea bargaining system do not extend to supporting acceptance of nolo contendere pleas.

B. The plea may confuse the public

¶31 The nolo contendere plea may leave the general public confused and even skeptical of the integrity of the judicial system.[135] First, like a guilty plea, the nolo plea prevents the public from seeing the full scope of the defendant’s violation and keeps from the public eye all the details that would otherwise emerge in litigation and discovery. Unlike the guilty plea, however, the nolo contendere plea also leaves the public wondering whether the defendant is actually guilty. From the public’s perspective, the defendant is either guilty or innocent and thus should either admit her guilt by pleading guilty or contest it in a jury trial.[136] If she is innocent, she should be acquitted (or the prosecutor should drop charges or the judge should dismiss the case) and spared the penalty. If guilty, she should be found culpable on the facts and punished accordingly. Allowing the defendant to maintain innocence by refusing to contest guilt, yet be convicted and sentenced may suggest that the prosecutor did not really have a case against the defendant but instead used “persuasion” to secure a conviction.[137] The “persuasive” means at prosecutor’s disposal are many – from threat of continued harassment to delay of proceedings, during which the defendant may be incarcerated or simply uncertain about her fate.[138] While plea bargaining and the accompanying prosecutorial persuasion do not pose a constitutional problem,[139] they may create an appearance of impropriety and feed public indignation with government overreaching.[140]

¶32 The public is prone to even greater confusion when the nolo contendere plea is tendered in the white-collar crime context. Use of the plea for face-saving and avoiding collateral consequences was described above. It suggests that the plea is particularly attractive to white-collar criminals, who are extremely concerned with maintaining reputations and avoiding bad publicity and civil liability. The plea may serve to perpetuate the traditional misconception of white-collar crime as activity that is illegal but not truly criminal.[141] This notion, of course, could be an expression of a public preference that traditional crimes, such as burglary, murder and rape, are more important than price-fixing or mail fraud.[142] If that were the case, prosecutors could arguably justify accepting nolo contendere pleas and nominal fines from white-collar defendants by pointing to the need to spend more resources on traditional crimes that society views as a higher priority.[143]

¶33 Yet, sociological evidence suggests a different explanation for the public’s lax attitude towards economic crime. Professor Conklin has argued that the public is “resigned, not permissive” vis-à-vis white collar criminals.[144] He explained the leniency towards such defendants both from the standpoint of the public at large and from the perspective of the players involved directly in trials. White collar crimes are often very complex and hard to explain in lay terms; the victims are harder to identify and the effects on them are less direct.[145] Because they are often well-educated and respected members of their communities, the defendants may be more sympathetic to the public.[146] The defendants also appear more sympathetic to judges
and prosecutors, as they often share the same world outlook and similar educational and professional backgrounds.[147] Since they are relatively more sophisticated than the run-of-the-mill petty thief or drunken rapist, white-collar defendants are not caught as often, and thus may not appear to be as pervasive of a problem.[148]

¶34 Nonetheless, there has been a gradual recognition of the significance of economic crime in our society. Historically, it was not uncommon for a judge to base acceptance of a nolo contendere plea on the technical nature of white-collar crime.[149] In accepting a nolo plea in Socony-Vacuum Oil,[150] for example, the judge argued that anti-trust violations were malum prohibitum, not malum in se, and thus not worth the full moral stigma or punishment. The nolo contendere plea is consistent with that view, since it does not prevent the defendant from characterizing his crime as a mere technical violation and not morally blameworthy.

¶35 The recent public and legislative reactions to massive corporate scandals such as Enron and WorldCom demonstrate that such reasoning is no longer acceptable. With enactment of the Federal Sentencing Guidelines, Congress has attached sizable jail sentences for financial machinations. The more recent Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 provides for even more severe punishment.[151] The clear message of such legislation is that corporate crime today is criminal in both the technical and moral senses of that word. Thus, whatever useful function the nolo contendere plea may have served in a society that viewed economic crime as merely unsportsman-like conduct is no longer present today.

C. The plea may provide an unfair windfall for the guilty

¶36 As discussed above in part II, the plea of nolo contendere may have two other closely related adverse effects. On the one hand, it may allow a guilty person to receive the unwarranted benefit of freedom from subsequent civil liability.[152] On the other, it may cause an innocent defendant to accept the criminal sentence in order to avoid the harassment and embarrassment of a trial.[153]

¶37 The proponents of accepting the plea of nolo contendere may argue that it prevents the criminal justice system from being used as a forum for civil litigation.[154] Even if this argument had some force half a century ago, it makes less sense today in light of the evolution of the collateral effects of the guilty plea. First, the public view of anti-trust violations (the primary area of use of the plea, as contemplated by the Rules drafters[155]) has changed immensely since the 1940s. In the past, antitrust violations were seen as minor, as illegal, but not truly criminal; today they are seen as serious criminal acts, often classified as felonies.[156] Second, because of the evolution of the collateral estoppel doctrine, described in part III.C, nolo contendere pleas became useful to defendants in areas other than anti-trust violations,[157] and a defendant whose nolo contendere plea is accepted gets a much greater windfall in a much broader context today than the drafters of Rule 11 realized or intended.

¶38 The criminal justice system itself has evolved to make the nolo contendere pleas less attractive. In the past, a defendant could expect a nominal fine, benefiting the view that economic crimes were technical violations or non-compliance with some regulatory rules, rather than evil crimes.[158] Today, fines for white collar crimes have increased significantly and resemble less
and less the proverbial slap on the wrist they were often compared to in the past.[159] Imprisonment for federal economic crime has become standardized and significant.

¶39 Changes to Rule 11 also suggest the same trend of narrowing the practice of accepting nolo contendere pleas. Before 1974, the Rule gave judges wide discretion to accept the plea, providing no guidance about what factors to consider.[160] After 1974 amendments, the Rule requires the court to give due consideration to the views of the parties and to the “public interest in the effective administration of justice.”[161] This is clearly a limitation on the original broad scope of the rule. Congress appears to have limited the plea in the face of the changing context.[162]

¶40 To summarize, there is even more reason to oppose the nolo contendere plea for its civil liability consequences today than in the past. The windfall that a defendant would receive from a nolo plea is much greater today, because the collateral effects of a guilty plea have grown in use and importance. In addition, the public perception of white collar crimes, the traditional context for nolo pleas, has changed to a view that these are not just minor technical violations of government regulatory policy, but rather serious crimes. As a result, there is a greater concern about the use of the nolo contendere plea as a vehicle to let a guilty defendant escape just punishment.

D. The nolo contendere plea may be a trap for the innocent

¶41 The Department of Justice policy of non-acceptance of a nolo contendere plea also reflects a concern about sentencing an innocent defendant. This is apparent from a comparison of Justice Department’s treatment of nolo contendere and Alford pleas: in identical language, the United States Attorney’s Manual instructs against consent to either plea.[163] If civil litigation were the only issue at stake in the DOJ policy, the Manual could have made Alford pleas acceptable, since unlike the nolo contendere plea, an Alford-type guilty plea is admissible as evidence against the defendant in subsequent civil litigation just as any other guilty plea. The identical treatment of the nolo and Alford pleas by the Manual could indicate a concern over the characteristic they share, namely, a reluctance to sentence a defendant who maintains (or declines to contest) his innocence.

¶42 The legislative history of Rule 11, however, suggests that Congress was less concerned about sentencing an innocent defendant.[164] While it may be invoked frequently to avoid civil liabilities, the nolo plea seems to have been designed also for the innocent defendant who for some reason preferred to waive the right to trial rather than contest guilt. Hypothetically, if the courts wanted to restrict the plea to the guilty defendants, they could impose a requirement that the judge make a factual determination that the defendant committed the crime charged. This way a defendant who in the court’s opinion was innocent would be required to face trial and only the guilty would be sentenced. In fact, this precise arrangement was proposed and subsequently rejected by the Advisory Committee on Criminal Rules in 1962.[165] As adopted, Rule 11(f) only requires the judge to establish a factual basis for a guilty plea, not for a nolo contendere plea.[166] The fact that this requirement to establish guilt for nolo contendere pleas was considered and rejected illustrates that a deliberate choice was made to open the nolo contendere plea to potentially innocent defendants.

VI. Differing Roles of Judges and Prosecutors
¶43 Whether or not the foregoing was the intended result of the version of Rule 11 that was adopted, it underscores the Department of Justice policy of treating the nolo contendere plea as an unacceptable version of the guilty plea. The federal prosecutor’s role in the criminal justice system is very different from that of a judge, so the rationales underlying their policies vis-à-vis nolo contendere pleas may also differ.

¶44 In 1935, Justice Sutherland defined the role of the federal prosecutor as follows:

The United States Attorney is the representative not of an ordinary party to a controversy, but of a sovereignty whose obligation to govern impartially is as compelling as its obligation to govern at all; and whose interest, therefore, in a criminal prosecution is not that it shall win a case, but that justice shall be done.[167]

¶45 Several practical consequences follow from this broad statement of prosecutorial policy. First, the prosecutor has an obligation to bring charges only against a defendant he believes is guilty.[168] Conversely, if the prosecutor believes that the defendant is, in fact, innocent, he should not bring criminal charges in the first place. But the prosecutor’s goal is more than just securing a conviction, it is also making certain that the general purposes of the criminal law – assurance of warranted punishment, deterrence of further criminal conduct, protection of the public from dangerous offenders, and rehabilitation of offenders – are adequately met, while making certain also that the rights of individuals are scrupulously protected.[169]

¶46 This interest in justice is also evidenced by the fact that our criminal justice system imposes additional safeguards to make sure charges are not brought against innocent defendants, e.g. the requirement of a grand jury indictment.[170]

¶47 Thus, the prosecutor evaluates evidence as does a judge or a jury, but does so before the trial commences. In this light, by accepting a nolo contendere plea over government objection from a defendant the judge believes is or may be innocent, the court is suggesting that the prosecution made a mistake in its pre-trial determination of the defendant’s guilt.[171] So if a prosecutor were to consent to a nolo contendere plea it may appear to the general public that (1) the prosecutor failed in her own calculus, and (2) the system’s safeguards did not operate correctly to weed out the innocent defendant before trial. This confusion does nothing to improve the respect for the executive branch, the judiciary or the law enforcement agencies.[172]

¶48 Second, if a defendant’s innocence were to become apparent once the trial is underway, either the judge or the prosecutor can end the trial – the former by dismissing the case, the latter by dropping charges. Nevertheless, to end the trial in this fashion the judge and the prosecutor have to meet very different requirements. The judge may (and, actually, must) “enter a judgment of acquittal of any offense for which the evidence is insufficient to sustain a conviction.”[173] However, finding the evidence to be insufficient involves a high legal hurdle: the court may only so find “if, after viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the prosecution and drawing all reasonable inferences in the government’s favor, it concludes no rational trier of fact could
have found the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt."[174] Furthermore, the judge is not allowed to assess witness credibility in determining the sufficiency of government’s evidence.[175]

¶49 Unlike the judge, the prosecutor has largely unfettered discretion whether to bring or to drop charges.[176] This discretion is only limited by the internal policies of the Justice Department.[177] Because the court’s hurdle for dismissing the case is so high, the judge may face a defendant she feels is innocent and yet be unable to grant a motion to acquit. If in that situation the judge thinks that the defendant should not be subjected to unnecessary litigation against an express wish to plead, the judge may be justified in accepting the nolo contendere plea. Because the government’s hurdle for dropping charges is significantly lower, the prosecutor does not have that excuse for accepting the nolo contendere plea. Instead, the prosecutor who believes a defendant is innocent should drop charges.

¶50 Third, even under the Federal Sentencing Guidelines the judge has considerable discretion in choosing the sentence from the recommended range and in granting or denying downward or upward departures.[178] While the prosecutor may make a sentencing recommendation, including one for a mitigated sentence, she does not have control of the outcome. The judge is thus in a better position to craft the punishment appropriate to the guilt or innocence of a defendant pleading nolo contendere than the prosecutor is. The prosecutor is limited to giving or withholding consent to the plea. Thus, even if the judge may intend to reserve the nolo contendere plea for the innocent defendant in some cases, the prosecutor should be required to withhold consent and not recommend the plea to the court.

VII. Conclusion

¶51 Despite its occasional use in federal criminal courts, the nolo contendere plea has been criticized by many ever since it was made part of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. Even if it served a useful function in the past, the recent developments in criminal and civil law limit its practicality and make its use today questionable. In the context of economic crime, the plea perpetuates the notion that the so-called white collar criminals are somehow less morally culpable than others. This notion has no place in today’s society, as evidenced by increased public scrutiny of recent accounting scandals and other massive financial frauds. The abandonment of mutuality for collateral estoppel has increased the windfall reaped by guilty defendants pleading nolo contendere, as compared to their peers pleading guilty.

¶52 These arguments for abandonment of the nolo contendere plea in federal courts supplement reasons for the Justice Department’s policy of opposing nolo pleas. Unlike a judge, the prosecutor has unfettered discretion to bring or drop charges, limited only by the DOJ’s internal policy. The prosecutor can exercise this discretion to prosecute only those she believes guilty. DOJ’s policy provides an important and practical disincentive for prosecutors to charge defendants who may be actually innocent but would consider pleading nolo contendere and facing a sentence to avoid further hardships. Opposition to the plea helps resolve the public’s confusion about the actual guilt of those convicted in federal courts, and avoids the appearance of prosecutorial impropriety that would arise if a sentence were to be meted out to a defendant whose guilt is questionable. Considerations of judicial economy may justify the availability of the nolo contendere plea in federal courts for rare occasions. Nonetheless, because of the unique
role of the prosecutor in our criminal justice system, the Department of Justice should maintain
its policy of denying consent to offers of nolo contendere pleas.

* Harvard Law School, J.D. expected May 2004. I wish to thank Victor A. Wild, at the United
States Attorney’s Office in Boston, MA, for his generous help and inspiring mentorship. I also
thank Professor William J. Stuntz of Harvard Law School for his criticism and insightful
comments. Any opinions expressed are, of course, my own.
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